Although intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG) has been widely used to localize epileptogenic zones in epilepsy, visual inspection of iEEG recordings does not always result in a favorable surgical outcome, especially in secondary generalized epilepsy such as Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS). Various computational iEEG analysis methods have recently been introduced to confirm the visual inspection results. Of these methods, high gamma oscillation in iEEG has attracted interest because a series of studies have reported a close relationship between epileptogenic zones and cortical areas with high gamma oscillation. Meanwhile, frequency domain source imaging of EEG and MEG oscillations has proven to be a useful auxiliary tool for identifying rough locations of epileptogenic zones. To the best of our knowledge, however, frequency domain source imaging of high gamma iEEG oscillations has not been studied. In this study, we investigated whether the iEEG-based frequency domain source imaging of high gamma oscillation (60-100 Hz) would be a useful supplementary tool for identifying epileptogenic zones in patients with secondary generalized epilepsy. The method was applied to three successfully operated on LGS patients, whose iEEG contained some ictal events with distinct high gamma oscillations before seizure onset. The resultant cortical source distributions were compared with surgical resection areas and with high gamma spectral power distributions on the intracranial sensor plane. While the results of the sensor-level analyses contained many spurious activities, the results of frequency domain source imaging coincided better with the surgical resection 5 These authors contributed equally to this work. 6 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed. areas, suggesting that the frequency domain source imaging of iEEG high gamma oscillations might help enhance the accuracy of pre-surgical evaluations of patients with secondary generalized epilepsy.
Introduction
Precise localization of epileptogenic zones is critical for successful surgical treatment of patients with intractable drug-resistant epilepsy. Traditionally, epileptogenic zones have been identified via various neuroimaging techniques such as electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), intracranial EEG (iEEG), functional magnetic resonance imaging triggered by simultaneously recorded EEG, single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), and positron emission tomography (PET) (Krakow et al 1999 , Oliveira et al 1999 , Kim et al 2002 , Wu et al 2006 . Among them, iEEG recorded from intracranial subdural grid or strip electrodes has been regarded as the most reliable modality for determining surgical resection areas prior to epilepsy surgery (Behrens et al 1994 , Binnie et al 1994 , Dubeau and McLachlan 2000 , Rosenow and Lüders 2001 , Pondal-Sordo et al 2007 . Traditionally, identification of epileptogenic zones relied upon visual inspection of iEEG recordings by experienced epileptologists. For example, epileptogenic zones are usually found in locations with sustained rhythmic changes on electrocorticograms accompanied by subsequent clinically typical seizure activity. However, removal of epileptogenic zones identified using iEEG does not always guarantee a favorable surgical outcome (Prasad et al 2003 , Boling et al 2009 . Indeed, it is often difficult for even the most experienced epileptologists to distinguish ictal epileptogenic zones from irritative zones activated by propagation through visual inspection of ictal epileptiform activities.
In order to confirm the visual inspection results and further assist in making the final decision on surgical resection areas, various computational iEEG analysis methods have recently been introduced and used to identify epileptogenic zones of intractable epilepsies (Mars and Lopes da Silva 1987 , Ding et al 2007 , Swiderski et al 2009 , Wilke et al 2010 . Among the various computational iEEG analysis methods, high gamma oscillations (60-100 Hz) have attracted considerable attention because recent studies demonstrated that cortical areas showing strong, high gamma spectral power before seizure onset coincided well with the primary epileptogenic foci (Allen et al 1992 , Fisher et al 1992 , Alarcon et al 1995 , Traub et al 2001 , Worrell et al 2004 , Kobayashi et al 2009 , Rampp et al 2010 . According to a report by Fisher et al (1992) , iEEG recordings acquired from patients with implanted subdural electrodes showed a two-fold increase in the spectral power of the frequency range between 40 and 50 Hz and a five-fold increase in the spectral power of the frequency range between 80 and 120 Hz, especially before the start of an epileptic seizure. Alarcon et al (1995) noted that localized high frequency activity (20-80 Hz) in iEEG recordings was associated closely with a good surgical outcome in patients with partial epilepsy. Traub et al (2001) reported that high frequency oscillations (HFOs) (>70 Hz) can precede the onset of seizures, and such activity can be superimposed on intra-seizure bursts as well as interictal bursts in pediatric epilepsy patients with focal cortical dysplasia (CD) and intractable seizures. Worrell et al (2004) postulated that high frequency epileptiform oscillations (60-100 Hz) are clinically useful for localizing the epileptogenic zones in neocortical epilepsy, identifying periods of increased probability of seizure onset, and elucidating mechanisms underlying neocortical ictogenesis. Kobayashi et al (2009) investigated high gamma activities (peak frequency ranging from 43.0 to 101.6 Hz) in the ictal EEGs of tonic spasms and found that some tonic seizures might have the same generative mechanisms as epileptic seizures in patients with Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS). A study by Rampp et al (2010) showed that MEG can also detect spikelocked and spike-independent high gamma oscillations and demonstrated that fast oscillations in frequency bands below 100 Hz are highly associated with epileptic networks. Consistent with previous studies, the high gamma oscillation analysis results shown in this study also corresponded to the surgical resection areas, especially better when the frequency domain iEEG source imaging was applied. To date, most of the published literature on high gamma oscillation focused on a sensor-level analysis. For example, epileptogenic zones were estimated by searching for iEEG sensors containing frequent or high power high gamma oscillations.
On the other hand, several research groups have recently reported that iEEG recordings could be used to estimate underlying 3D cortical sources with reasonable accuracy. They demonstrated that iEEG source imaging could provide auxiliary information about underlying brain activities associated with epilepsy, which eventually can be used for pre-surgical evaluation of intractable epilepsies (Fuchs et al 2007 , Zhang et al 2008 , Dümpelmann et al 2009 , 2012 . In practice, misidentification of subdural grid or strip electrode locations can lead to incorrect or inaccurate localization of epileptogenic foci; however, iEEG source imaging has the potential to localize epileptogenic sources generated outside the subdural electrodes (Kim et al 2010) . Moreover, iEEG source imaging results can be used to confirm the conclusions drawn from visual inspection of ictal or interictal iEEG recordings (Kim et al 2010) , as defining and localizing epileptogenic zones can be difficult particularly when rapidly propagating epileptiform activities exist (Wilke et al 2010) . Most importantly, the use of additional imaging modalities and imaging results should provide supplementary information for determining surgical resection areas.
In previous EEG and MEG studies, epileptogenic zones were sometimes identified using frequency domain source imaging, which estimated either locations of dipolar sources or distributions of cortical extended sources for a specific frequency band of interest (Lantz et al 1999 , Worrell et al 2000 , Xiang et al 2009 . Frequency domain imaging of epileptogenic sources could provide important underlying information regarding epileptogenesis because in many practical cases the generation and propagation of epileptiform activities are known to be closely related to specific frequency bands, e.g. alpha and low-beta bands during ictal periods of some types of partial epilepsy (Lantz et al 1999 , Worrell et al 2000 and a high gamma band before seizure onset (Xiang et al 2009) . To the best of our knowledge, however, no studies have investigated the feasibility of frequency domain source imaging of iEEG recordings for the identification of epileptogenic sources.
In this study, we hypothesized that the frequency domain source imaging of iEEG high gamma band activity could provide useful additional information for the localization of epileptogenic zones in refractory epilepsy, which might not be obtained via the conventional sensor-level spectral analyses. We specifically focused on the localization of epileptogenic zones in secondary generalized epilepsy because it is generally difficult to localize epileptogenic zones of secondary generalized epilepsy due to their generalized ictal epileptic discharges. Among the various types of secondary generalized epilepsy, LGS was selected because this type of epilepsy requires accurate localization of epileptogenic zones for surgical treatment, but it is difficult to localize epileptogenic zones via visual inspection of ictal iEEG recordings.
LGS is an epileptic syndrome with intractable, multiple seizure types including tonic, atonic, myoclonic, and atypical absence seizures (Heiskala 1997) . Some patients with LGS have focal lesions that contribute to secondary generalized epileptic encephalopathy; these focal lesions (generally more extended than those of typical focal epilepsy) are usually identified based on interictal iEEG characteristics because of the complicated generalized ictal iEEG discharges. Recent studies have reported successful outcomes of resective epilepsy surgery for children with LGS, despite abundant generalized and multiregional EEG abnormalities (Wyllie et al 2007 , Lee et al 2010a . Although the removal of accurately identified epileptogenic zones does not always guarantee favorable surgical outcomes, additional refinement techniques to confirm the locations of epileptogenic zones would be helpful to avoid failures in resective epilepsy surgery due to the misidentification of epileptogenic zones.
The aim of this study was to investigate whether the frequency domain source imaging of high gamma band (60-100 Hz) iEEG activities prior to ictal onset time could successfully identify epileptogenic zones in secondary generalized epilepsy. To this aim, we applied our approach to iEEG datasets recorded from three successfully operated on LGS patients, and investigated the feasibility of using this approach for pre-surgical evaluation of LGS.
Methods

Patients
Among 27 pediatric patients who had LGS and underwent resective epilepsy surgery during 2001-2007 at Severance Children's Hospital of Korea, 16 patients have been seizure-free since surgery. Four patients without cerebral infarctions or progressive underlying metabolic diseases or chromosomal anomalies were selected among these seizure-free cases. The following four screening criteria were used to select the analysis datasets: (1) up to 30% of preoperative epileptiform discharges were generalized and/or generalized contralateral maximum or multiregional epileptiform discharges; (2) normal or nearly normal brain MRI findings without definite brain lesions including cerebral infarctions, progressive cortical atrophy, or malformation of cortical development; (3) neuroimaging was not helpful in localizing the epileptogenic area; (4) completely seizure-free without any questionable episodes after surgery. Patients who did not satisfy all the above criteria were excluded from the study and the analyses were applied only to the selected patients' iEEG datasets. Three of the four patients whose iEEG recordings showed high gamma oscillations prior to ictal onset time were included in this study (table 1) . Parents or guardians of all three LGS patients provided written consent, and the study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Severance Hospital. Table 1 summarizes the patients' demographic data and characteristics.
The first subject (LYS) was a 3 year old boy with severe mental impairment (Intelligence Quotient (IQ) of 25) who had suffered from refractory epilepsy since 7 months of age. Two types of seizures were observed in this subject, generalized tonic spasms and head drops, and none of the available antiepileptic medications could suppress his seizures. Continuous video-EEG monitoring showed frequent generalized slow spikes and waves and generalized paroxysmal fast activities, as well as localized epileptiform discharges or bisynchronous sharp waves predominantly located in the right frontotemporal areas. Ictal EEG showed generalized slow waves followed by low-voltage fast activity during generalized tonic seizures or head drops, but did not aid in the lateralization of the epileptogenic area. Based on the results of a Phase I study and ictal/interictal iEEG monitoring, the patient underwent a right frontal resection at 3 years of age and was free of seizures for 2.5 years before his seizures recurred at 6 years of age. The posterior margin of the pre-resection site was further resected, and the patient has been free of seizures for 1.6 years (see figure 2 for the surgical resection areas marked on the cortical surface).
The second subject (JMS) was a 2 year old boy with severe mental impairment, who had suffered from refractory epilepsy since 5 months of age. His seizures presented as head drops and were intractable to several available antiepileptic medications. Continuous video-EEG monitoring consistently showed abundant generalized slow spikes and waves and generalized paroxysmal fast activities, as well as localized epileptiform discharges in the right frontal area. Ictal EEG showed generalized slow waves followed by electrodecremental fast activities during head drops, but did not aid in the lateralization of the epileptogenic area. According to the results of a Phase I study and ictal/interictal iEEG monitoring, the right frontal area and right anterior temporal lobe were resected during surgery (see figure 3 for the resection areas marked on the cortical surface). This patient has been free of seizures for 5.6 years without medication.
The third subject (SWJ) was a 3 year old boy with severe mental impairment (IQ of 29) who had developed refractory epilepsy at 18 months of age. This patient presented with two types of seizures, generalized tonic spasms and staring spells, which were not suppressed with available antiepileptic medications. Continuous video-EEG monitoring showed frequent generalized slow spikes and waves, generalized paroxysmal fast activities, and localized epileptiform discharges or bisynchronous sharp waves in the right frontotemporal areas. Ictal EEG showed generalized slow waves followed by low-voltage fast activities during generalized tonic seizures, but did not aid in the lateralization of the epileptogenic area. Based on the results of a Phase I study and ictal/interictal iEEG monitoring, the patient underwent a right frontal resection when he was 3 years old, which reduced the frequency of his seizures, but did not control them completely. The right inferior frontal gyrus and right temporal area were further resected, and this subject has been free of seizures for 1.6 years on a reduced number of medications (see figure 4 for the final resection areas marked on the cortical surface).
Determination of surgical resection areas
All subjects were examined using a video-EEG monitoring system with electrodes placed according to the international 10-20 system to define the semiology of habitual seizures and to identify epileptogenic foci. Epileptogenic zones were delineated primarily through interpretation of EEG data. Other imaging modalities such as MRI, PET, and SPECT were used to reinforce these findings. iEEG monitoring using subdural electrodes was also used to determine margins for surgical resection. Preoperative and intraoperative functional mapping and intraoperative electrocorticography were also performed when necessary (Kim et al 2009 , Lee et al 2010b .
The surgical area was defined based on the clinical, neuroimaging, and electrophysiological results. The resection margin for epilepsy of neocortical origin was defined by: (1) the presence of a discrete lesion on MRI and functional neuroimages compatible with ictal or interictal iEEG; (2) various interictal intracranial EEG findings, including more than three repetitive spikes per second, runs of repetitive spike and slow wave discharges, localized or spindle-shaped fast activities and electrodecremental fast activities; and (3) the absence of an eloquent cortex. The diagnosis and classification of pathologic CD was made according to the system described by Palmini and colleagues (Palmini et al 2004) .
iEEG data acquisition
Ictal iEEG data were recorded using a multichannel digital EEG acquisition system (Telefactor, Grass Technologies) at a sampling rate of 200 Hz, which was the maximum available sampling rate provided by the system. The locations of the silastic subdural grid and strip electrodes were determined based on multiple neuroimaging data as described above. The recorded iEEG data were reviewed by an epileptologist, and 16 to 20 seizures were observed in each subject (see table 1 ). Ictal onset times were identified visually by the epileptologist with the aid of video monitoring. No specific pre-processing procedures except for 60 Hz notch filtering were applied to the raw iEEG data.
Geometric modeling for source imaging
In this study, the realistic geometry boundary element method (BEM) head model was employed for accurate forward calculations. Two-layer tessellated boundary surfaces, consisting of an inner skull boundary and epicortical surface, were generated using CURRY6 for Windows (Compumedics Neuroscan, EI Paso, TX, USA). Surface nodes and boundary elements were generated from T1-weighted MR images of each LGS patient. There were 4167, 3609, and 3593 boundary nodes for subjects JMS, LYS, and SWJ, respectively. The locations of subdural grid electrodes were extracted from each patient's CT images and co-registered on the epicortical surface of the BEM model. Conductivity values of 1.79 and 0.33 S m −1 were used for the CSF and brain compartments, respectively (Oostendorp et al 2000) . The volume conduction effect outside the inner skull boundary was ignored due to the very low electrical conductivity of the human skull layer (Fuchs et al 2007) . A first-order, node-based BEM was used for the construction of a leadfield matrix (Fuchs et al 2007) . Because synchronously activated pyramidal cortical neurons are believed to be the main EEG and MEG generators, many recent studies have adopted this physiological phenomenon as a basic anatomical constraint in EEG or MEG source imaging (Dale and Sereno 1993 , Kincses et al 1999 , Dale et al 2000 , Babiloni et al 2003 , 2005 . Numerous dipolar sources were placed on the cortical surface that was also tessellated using CURRY6 to impose this anatomical constraint. The numbers of cortical surface vertices generated for subjects JMS, LYS, and SWJ were 12 565, 13 543, and 13 791, respectively.
iEEG spectrogram evaluation
In this study, the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) was used to determine the time interval with high gamma band activity (60-100 Hz) prior to ictal onset time. The time domain iEEG signals were transformed into frequency domains using the STFT over the 1-100 Hz frequency range with a frequency resolution of 0.78 Hz. For the STFT calculation, a 'spectrogram' function implemented in MATLAB 2009a (Mathworks, Inc., USA) was used. A Hamming window with 256 data samples and a 75% overlapping rate was applied for the spectrogram evaluation in order to reduce spectral leakage. A time interval for the frequency domain source imaging was selected for each event based on visual inspection of the spectrogram. Since the length of the time interval containing high gamma band activity before ictal onset time was not longer than 256 time samples in any case (see figures 2-4), the size of the analysis window for the frequency domain source imaging was fixed at 256 time samples.
Since many recent studies have demonstrated that cortical areas with high gamma oscillation occurring before the start of an epileptic seizure are closely associated with epileptogenic zones (Fisher et al 1992 , Traub et al 2001 , Worrell et al 2004 , each ictal event was inspected to determine if it included any time interval with a distinct increase in high gamma band activity before the ictal onset time. Four ictal events were selected for LYS and JMS, and two ictal events were selected for SWJ. For each of the selected ictal events, the position of the analysis time window was determined to include a time interval with increased high gamma band activity (see figure 1 ).
Frequency domain source imaging
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) was applied to time domain iEEG signals x(t) over a 1-100 Hz frequency range, resulting in frequency domain signals X( f ) with a frequency resolution of approximately 0.78 Hz. Then, the real part q j (f i ) Re and imaginary part q j (f i ) Im of the current source vector at the jth cortical vertex with respect to the frequency of interest f i were evaluated by applying frequency domain minimum norm estimation (FD-MNE) (Lin et al 2004 , Im et al 2007 to the Fourier transformed signals X(f i ) Re and X(f i ) Im , where Re and Im represent the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transformed signals, respectively.
The MNE algorithm is based on the L2-norm minimization, and the general form of the function to be minimized can be expressed as
where L is an m × n leadfield matrix that relates m sensors and n sources, J is a 3n × 1 source vector, · 2 represents the Euclidean L2 norm, λ is a regularization parameter that controls the weight given to the minimization of the side constraint, and W is a diagonal Figure 1 . A schematic illustration of the study procedures. First, a time segment containing the time of ictal onset was selected from the iEEG recordings. An analysis time window was determined by inspecting the increase in high gamma activity (60-100 Hz) prior to the ictal onset time using time-frequency analysis (spectrogram). In the time-frequency spectrogram, the (red) box indicates the selected time window (size = 256 time samples). The signals in this time window x(t) were transformed into frequency domain signals X( f ) using the FFT. The MNE was then applied to the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier-transformed signals. Finally, the average current source power at the jth cortical vertex was estimated from the MNE results and displayed on the tessellated cortical surface.
weighting matrix that was used to compensate the depth dependence of MNE. In the CURRY software package, depth normalization is automatically applied according to the processes described in a paper by Fuchs et al (1999) (please refer to equations 10 and 11 in the article). CURRY6 software was used for the cortical source imaging and exported the resultant source distributions q j (f i ) Re and q j (f i ) Im to an ASCII data file for further analyses. The regularization parameter was determined automatically using the χ 2 criterion algorithm implemented in the CURRY software. The average current source power at the jth cortical vertex with respect to the frequency band of interest was then estimated as
where M represents the number of discrete frequency samples in high gamma band (60-100 Hz). The 60 Hz (power line frequency) and 100 Hz frequencies were excluded from the analysis. In patients LYS and SWJ, 80 Hz was also excluded as unwanted noise components were observed. The distribution of the average current source powers was then visualized on the tessellated cortical surface using Matlab. Figure 1 illustrates the overall analysis procedures. 
Results
Figures 2-4 illustrate the overall analysis results for the three LGS patients (LYS, JMS, and SWJ), respectively. The position of subdural electrodes, surgical resection areas, timefrequency map, sensor-level high gamma power distribution, and cortical source distribution are illustrated in each of these figures. For example, the upper-left image in figure 2(a) depicts the locations of the patient's subdural electrodes and the surgical resection area is marked on the subdural electrodes in green. In this figure, a red circle indicated by a red arrow represents the channel that has the highest averaged high-gamma power value in the analysis time window. The time-frequency spectrogram of an iEEG signal recorded at this channel is illustrated in the upper-right image, where the red rectangular box indicates the selected analysis time window that showed increased high gamma activity prior to ictal onset (centered at 5 s in all cases). The lower-left figure shows an averaged high gamma power distribution on the sensor plane and the lower-right figure shows a cortical source distribution resulting from frequency domain source imaging. In the cortical source distribution, the yellow dashed line represents the actual surgical resection area. In patient 1 (LYS), four ictal events included visually distinct high gamma activities prior to the ictal onset time (figures 2(a)-(d) ). As seen from the images in figure 2 , the results of the frequency domain source imaging coincided much better with the surgical resection areas than those of the sensor-level analyses. In the case of ictal events 1 ( figure 2(a) ) and 4 ( figure 2(d) ), the results of the sensor-level analyses contained several electrodes with strong high gamma spectral powers located far from the surgical resection area, while the cortical source activities were concentrated mostly inside the surgical resection area. Some spurious source activities were observed outside the surgical resection areas in the source imaging results of ictal event 3 (figure 2(c)), but their locations were not far from the surgical resection area.
In patient 2 (JMS), four ictal events included visually distinct high gamma activities prior to the ictal onset time (figures 3(a)-(d)). As shown in figure 3 , the results of the frequency domain source localization coincided well with the surgical resection areas. As in the previous case, the results of frequency domain source imaging coincided much better with the surgical resection areas than those of the sensor-level analyses. In the time-frequency spectrogram of ictal event 1, increased high gamma band activity was also observed during the 1 to 2 s time interval. However, the high gamma oscillations around 1.5 s disappeared when a common average reference was applied, which implies that they were common noise components. On the other hand, since the selected time interval marked with a red box in figure 3(a) did not disappear after the re-referencing, it was selected for the source imaging. The accuracy of estimating epileptogenic zones was considerably enhanced by using the frequency domain source imaging in most cases, but the results of the sensor-level analysis and frequency domain source imaging were not very different in the cases of ictal events 2 ( figure 3(b) ) and 3 ( figure 3(c) ). In these two cases, both the sensor-level results and the source distributions commonly contained high gamma band activities around the sensorimotor cortex. Indeed, this area was also initially considered the resection area, but it was excluded in the final surgery plan as the resection of this area might significantly impair the patient's motor function.
In patient 3 (SWJ), two ictal events exhibited visually discriminable high gamma activities prior to the time of ictal onset (figure 4). In this case, both the sensor-level results and the source distributions coincided fairly well with the surgical resection areas. In ictal event 2 ( figure 4(b) ), source activities were distributed only around the posterior dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. This seems to be because fewer numbers of subdural grid electrodes were placed in the frontal cortex compared to the previous two patients.
Discussion
This study examined the feasibility of using frequency domain source imaging of high gamma band activity to estimate epileptogenic zones in pediatric patients with LGS. For the three LGS patients considered in this study, high gamma cortical source distributions coincided well with the surgical resection areas determined by well-experienced epileptologists. Moreover, most spurious activities that appeared in the sensor-level spectral analysis were not observed in the frequency domain source imaging results, suggesting that frequency domain source imaging of ictal iEEG might provide useful auxiliary information for successful epilepsy surgery in patients with LGS.
Frequency domain EEG and MEG source imaging
In EEG and MEG studies, frequency domain source imaging has already become a wellestablished tool to estimate brain regions where epileptiform activities are generated (Lantz et al 1999 , Worrell et al 2000 , Xiang et al 2009 as well as to investigate human brain functions (Lin et al 2004 , Liljeström et al 2005 , Im et al 2007 , Yuan et al 2008 , Dalal et al 2008 . Lantz et al (1999) reported that frequency domain EEG source localization using the equivalent current dipole (ECD) model provided reproducible results for seizures originating from the mesial temporal area. They used peak spectral frequencies between 0.5 and 35 Hz to localize ECDs in the frequency domain. Worrell et al (2000) showed that phase-encoded spectral analysis with a frequency range between 1 and 35 Hz, combined with low-resolution electromagnetic tomography, could be a promising method for investigating the complex spatiotemporal dynamics of ictal discharges. Xiang et al (2009) demonstrated that MEG can also be helpful in recording HFO, and the results of MEG source imaging of HFO were concordant with those of iEEG. As mentioned previously, frequency domain source imaging of HFO using iEEG data had not been reported before.
iEEG source imaging
In contrast to EEG and MEG source imaging studies that have a long history of investigation, the first investigations of iEEG source imaging did not start until 2007. Fuchs et al (2007) first suggested the possibility of using iEEG for estimating cortical source activities. In their study, MNE was applied to both simulated and recorded iEEG datasets, the results of which demonstrated that iEEG source imaging can localize cortical sources with fairly high accuracy. Zhang et al (2008) showed that iEEG source imaging could localize deep brain sources better than traditional EEG source imaging. Dümpelmann et al (2009) compared the localization accuracies of two different iEEG source imaging methods, multiple signal classification (MUSIC) and MNE, and reported that MUSIC performed better than MNE when sources were located in relatively deep brain areas. Cho et al (2011) recently performed a simulation study investigating which algorithm is most appropriate for accurate iEEG source imaging. Interestingly, the simulation results showed that the traditional MNE algorithm outperformed the other imaging algorithms, particularly in cases when larger-sized sources were activated. The MNE algorithm was selected for the present iEEG source imaging study because the epileptogenic zones of secondary generalized epilepsy have relatively more widespread distributions than those of focal epilepsy.
Secondary generalized epilepsy
It is noteworthy that most previous studies on iEEG source imaging focused on the localization of epileptogenic zones in focal epilepsy. However, in some patients with secondary generalized epilepsy such as LGS, the localization of epileptogenic zones is also critical for surgical treatment, as a number of recent studies have demonstrated that some focal epileptogenic zones are likely to generate generalized epileptiform discharges in many types of generalized epilepsy , Bai et al 2010 . It is generally more difficult to localize epileptogenic zones in secondary generalized epilepsy than in focal epilepsy because of its generalized iEEG discharges during seizure. In this study, the surgical resection areas were determined using multiple neuroimaging modalities as presented in table 1. However, as seen in the table, some traditional neuroimaging modalities did not effectively identify the epileptogenic areas, e.g. FDG-PET in patients LYS and JMS and ictal SPECT in patient JMS. Moreover, the results from interictal video-EEG monitoring indicated only rough locations of the epileptogenic zones, and ictal EEG recorded during generalized tonic seizures or head drops did not aid in lateralization of the epileptogenic zones in any of the patients. Even after visual inspection of the iEEG signals, two of the three patients underwent resective surgeries twice because their seizures recurred after the first operation, which indirectly illustrates the need to introduce new additional modalities for more reliable pre-surgical evaluation. Recently, our group introduced several computational iEEG analysis methods for the localization of epileptogenic zones in LGS , Cho et al 2012 . Although these studies demonstrated the possibility of using computational iEEG analysis in the presurgical evaluation of patients with LGS, the previous results were not only confined to the intracranial sensor plane, but were also contaminated with abundant spurious source activities. This study proposes an alternative approach for the localization of epileptogenic zones in LGS by mapping the sensor-level potential distributions to the cortex-level source activities. This approach may also be a useful tool for the estimation of epileptogenic zones in secondary generalized epilepsy including LGS. Although the frequency domain iEEG source imaging was only applied to iEEG data acquired from LGS patients, hopefully this method can also be applied to iEEG data recorded from patients with focal epilepsy in future studies.
Limitations and future prospects
This study used a BEM model to solve forward problems because it provides a reasonable compromise between accuracy and computational cost (Fuchs et al 2007 , Plummer et al 2010 . According to reports by Zhang et al (2008) and Rullmann et al (2009) , the use of the finite element method (FEM) enables consideration of anisotropic brain tissue conductivity as well as nonconductive silastic base pads. Further studies are needed to address the difficulties in modeling and to reduce the high computational costs so that FEM models can be practically applied to clinical iEEG analyses.
HFO, the frequency range of which exceeds 100 Hz, has been actively studied in recent years ( Engel Jr et al 2009) . HFOs with a frequency range between 100 and 500 Hz were initially recorded in animals using a single unit recording system, but recently they have been recorded using both depth and subdural electrodes in humans. A frequency band between 100 and 250 Hz is generally called a ripple and a frequency band between 250 and 500 Hz is called a fast ripple. Several recent studies have shown that these high frequency signals are also closely associated with epileptogenic zones (Bragin et al 1999 , Jirsch et al 2006 , Ochi et al 2007 , Staba et al 2007 , Worrell et al 2008 , Jacobs et al 2010 , Zijlmans et al 2011 . Unfortunately, however, due to the limited sampling frequency of the present iEEG data, it was not possible to extend this study to these high frequency bands. Since iEEG recordings with higher sampling rates would allow for the analysis of ripple and fast ripple, our group recently started to collect iEEG datasets with much higher sampling rate, with the hope of applying our approach to higher frequency band iEEG data analyses.
iEEG data from only three LGS patients were used in this study because it was difficult to obtain iEEG datasets for LGS patients who had undergone successful epilepsy surgery and did not have cerebral infarctions or progressive underlying metabolic diseases. In future studies, more extensive computational iEEG analyses using massive clinical epilepsy iEEG data should be performed to quantitatively compare the performances of various neuroimaging modalities used for the delineation of epileptogenic zones. In addition to the current analyses applied only to LGS patients with successful surgical outcomes, it would be interesting to apply this study approach to a larger sample of patients who were not seizure-free after the resective epilepsy surgery. This would make it possible to investigate whether the epileptogenic zones localized by our approach were not completely removed during epilepsy surgery in patients with unfavorable surgical outcomes. Kim et al (2010) recently demonstrated the possibility of localizing ictal epileptogenic zones that are located outside the grid electrode surfaces using ECD source localization applied to ictal iEEG data acquired from partial epilepsy patients. However, no studies have attempted to apply the iEEG extended source imaging approach to similar cases, which is also a promising research topic that should be investigated in future studies.
